1. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)
   United House of Prayer for All People of the church on the Rock of the Apostolic Faith, 1963
   Gelatin silver print, printed 2010
   Paper size: 16 x 20 inches
   Edition 1/15
   Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.
   (P0630JY)

2. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)
   Kite flying over Spanish Harlem, c.1963
   Gelatin silver print, printed 2010
   Paper size: 11 x 14 inches
   Edition 1/15
   Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.
   (P0614JY)

3. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)
   From inside Michaux's bookstore window, July 1962
   Gelatin silver print, printed 2010
   Paper size: 11 x 14 inches
   Edition 1/15
   Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.
   (P0613JY)

4. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)
   The Miracles of 116th Street, Spanish Harlem, 1962-1963
   Gelatin silver print, printed 2010
   Paper size: 16 x 20 inches
   Edition 1/15
   Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.
   (P0450JY)
5. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)  
Nation of Islam rally, 1962  
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010  
Paper size: 11 x 14 inches  
Edition 1/15  
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.  
(P0604JY)

6. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)  
Boys on rooftop, Spanish Harlem, 1963  
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010  
Paper size: 11 x 14 inches  
Edition 1/15  
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.  
(P0446JY)

7. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)  
At Daddy Grace’s church, 1963  
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010  
Paper size: 16 x 20 inches  
Edition 1/15  
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.  
(P0627JY)

8. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)  
Demolition, c.1963  
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010  
Paper size: 11 x 14 inches  
Edition 1/15  
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.  
(P0605JY)

9. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)  
Dancing at The Congress of Racial Equality fundraiser, March 1962  
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010  
Paper size: 14 x 11 inches  
Edition 1/15  
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.  
(P0607JY)
10. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)  
Gospel conductor Father Divine, c.1963  
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010  
Paper size: 14 x 11 inches  
Edition 1/15  
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.  
(P0600JY)

11. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)  
Johnny at Thanksgiving, c.1963  
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010  
Paper size: 20 x 16 inches  
Edition 1/15  
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.  
(P0622JY)

12. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)  
Wedding hat, 1963  
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010  
Paper size: 16 x 20 inches  
Edition 3/15  
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.  
(P0424JY)

13. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)  
Clothes line, Spanish Harlem, c.1963  
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010  
Paper size: 11 x 14 inches  
Edition 2/15  
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.  
(P0621JY)

14. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)  
Harlem fashion show, c.1963  
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010  
Paper size: 11 x 14 inches  
Edition 1/15  
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.  
(P0609JY)
15. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)  
Row of children on the curb, c.1963  
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010  
Paper size: 11 x 14 inches  
Edition 1/15  
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.  
(P0598JY)

16. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)  
Dizzy Gillespie at Yoors' studio loft, March 1962  
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010  
Paper size 11 x 14 inches  
Edition 1/15  
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.  
(P0594JY)

17. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)  
Boy at police line, 1966  
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010  
Paper size: 16 x 20 inches  
Edition 1/15  
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.  
(P0452JY)

18. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)  
Untitled (band), 1960s  
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010  
Paper size: 11 x 14 inches  
Edition 1/15  
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.  
(P0589JY)

19. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)  
Wedding day, 1962-1963  
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010  
Paper size: 11 x 14 inches  
Edition 1/15  
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.  
(P0618JY)
20. **YOORS, Jan** (Belgian, 1922 - 1977)
Malcolm X at Professor Lewis Michaux’s bookstore, July 1962
Gelatin silver print, printed 2010
Paper size: 14 x 11 inches
Edition 1/15
Estate stamp with: estate signature; title; negative, print, and copyright dates; and edition number in pencil on print verso.
(P0588JY)